
Thursday 29-11-07 Production Meeting Minutes

November 30, 2007

Present: Gianluca, Raja, Marcos, Roland, Davide, Philippe, Joel, Yasmine,
Nick

Productions 1991-92-93

These production are running almost smoothly. There is an issue at DIRAC
monitoring level. Some jobs are reported as:
Status: outputready
AppState: Data transfered successfully
while an error message is shown in the job parameters log. (Look at the attached
file for the complete list).

Productions 2000-01

Both production seem to have a problem about staging files at CERN. The issue
appears in two forms. In one case no file is staged and the time stamp has not
been updated for several hours (days really). In the other case n − 1 out of n

files are staged and the staging is not continuing.
Jobs in the range [1933840, 1933859] have been rescheduled.
Snapshot: CERN is fine, CNAF is down, PIC is fine, IN2P3 has several jobs
in staging, NIKHEF is still reported as in scheduled downtime, but Joel has
submitted a few production jobs. One of them failed during DaVinci. The
others are either running or waiting. ACTION:

Bookkeepping

Marianne has produced a documentation and scripts. Both need to be tested
by the Bookkeeping operation deputy (Joel). Marianne and Joel needs to sit
together for a short training session.
Problematic files must be hidden from the users. Problematic productions do
not need to be physically removed. A quality flag (got replica) change is enough
to cope with this issue.
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Removing port number from the LFC replica

Marianne needs to provide a list of files to the LFC support. The port number
must be removed from the PFNs.

RAL Tape Migration

Not started (foreseen by next week(s)).

AOB

ACTION: Gianluca
Reschedule all jobs at RAL that have reached “Max reschedulings reached
(Checked)” (done).
Check all the jobs where the status is “Max reschedulings reached (Checked)”
and the MinorStatus is “Unknown”.
ACTION: Joel
Change in the configuration service RAL ClosestSE, setting its value to RAL
CastorDisk.
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